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Catalog of all detected waves and wave-like phenomena.
This Supplemental Information file illustrates all of the waves and wave-like phenomena, that were
detected in this survey, with visual guides to their locations and properties. As in the main article,
they are shown in cylindrically projected format, which were developed using the Juno SPICE
trajectories and the IAU Jupiter shape model. The maps are also adjusted to compensate for
illumination variations across the field and rendered in a format of 180 pixels per degree. The scale
of the map excerpts shown below has been rendered to the nearest half degree. For ease of
identification, the maps are stretched to the second power of the signal.
Further stretching of each color has been used in the images shown both in the primary article and
those shown below. We took a radiometric point at or near the minimum of the radiance histogram
and set it to zero and a radiometric point at or near the maximum of the radiance histogram and set
it to 255. No attempt was made to make color or hue of the map excerpts look “Jupiter-like.”
Some mitigation of this extreme approach was necessary in cases when strong camera artefacts or
otherwise strong coloration resulted that would distract the reader from the wave patterns we
intended to illustrate. When necessary, other approaches to illustrating the waves were used, such
as unsharp masking; those instances are noted in the figure captions.

White lines or arrows are used to indicate most of the waves we detect in each figure. The figure
captions refer to these as grids. For some images, the waves are so abundant in the field that not
all were identified, because the grids themselves would obscure many of the waves.
Figure numbers are identified using the perijove (PJ) number and a short version of the image
number within the perijove, with features shown chronologically – typically following northern to
southern latitudes, following the sequence of an image set. Full image file identifiers are also
provided, as shown for these images on the Mission Juno web site metadata files (for example, see
https://www.missionjuno.swri.edu/junocam/processing?source=all&ob_from=&ob_to=&perpage
=16. )
So the first image, from perijove 1, is titled Figure PJ01_6171, whose image file is
JNCE_2016240_00C06171_V01.
There are instances in which the same region is observed in more than one image. For economy
of space, we illustrate only a single example here.
In the interest of thoroughness, we include several examples of repeated patterns whose
identification as waves or even wave-like might be marginal. We note these in the captions and
suggest that this image set as a whole might generate discussions beyond the otherwise narrow
scope of this article. We identify the context of the region illustrated using traditional nomenclature
(see Rogers 1995).
No images were taken during PJ2 due to a spacecraft safing event, and the limited observations by
JunoCam that were possible during PJ19 were insufficient to resolve any waves or wave-like
features.
Here and in the main article the term ‘PJ’ refers to each orbit’s “perijove”, or closest approach to
Jupiter, when is when all JunoCam images of relevance were made.
Additional contextual information about all of the JunoCam images from which these observations
were made are available in summary reports and images by co-author J. Rogers for
PJ1-PJ10 at https://britastro.org/node/7982,
PJ11-PJ17 at https://britastro.org/node/12137, and
PJ18-onward at https://britastro.org/node/17650.

Figure PJ01_6171. JNCE_2016240_00C06171_V01. Note that PJ01 was a test PJ, not a science
PJ, and many JunoCam images had image-compression artefacts, including this one. Nonetheless,
a regular pattern of waves can be identified in all three colors. A repeatable pattern in the
Equatorial Zone is indicated by the white grid.

Figure PJ03_107. JNCE_2016346_03C00107_V01. There are many linear and curved streaks in
this region of Jupiter that are associated with flow to the south of a reddish anticyclonic vortex,
identified in co-author Rogers’ reports as ‘NN-LRS-1’ (for North-North Little Red Spot #1). Some
of the curved feature in the mid-to-lower left of this figure rise above the background cloud deck,
as shown by the shadows they cast. Wave-like lines extend out from the NN-LRS-1 to its southeast
and parallel some in the North North Temperate Belt (NNTB), the dark region to its south. The
lighter region to the south of the NNTB is the northern component of the North Temperate Zone
(NTZ).

Figure PJ03_109a. JNCE_2016346_03C00109_V01. There are curved and linear cloud banks,
identified by their shadows, associated with an anticyclonic vortex (lower left) in the North
Temperate Zone. They are part of a circulation around the vortex, which is the central one of three
appearing in Image 109; part of the eastern one can also be seen in this figure (lower right). These
vortices are aligned with the North North Temperate Belt south (NNTBs) jet and may be moving
with it. Other associated flow lines are also indicated. The color scheme has been modified to
minimize artefactual green and red colored bands; in doing so, some whitish-colored haze bands
can also be seen that may be associated with the flow.

Figure PJ03_109b. JNCE_2016346_03C00109_V01. This figure illustrates many cloud features
that include several sets of what appear to be flow lines between and around small anticyclonic
vortices that appear reddish in the northern component of the North Temperate Belt (NTBn). The
NTB was very turbulent at the time of these observations, following a great NTB disturbance in
the preceding months (see Sanchez-Lavega et al. 2017). A triplet of short, dark bands in the top
left of this figure can be seen lying across longer bands that appear to be flow lines.

Figure PJ03_109c. JNCE_2016346_03C00109_V01. Three curved wavefronts are indicated. The
arrows point to an unusual series of relatively dark circular features, possibly connected
dynamically to the wavefronts, because they continue in the same direction and have roughly the
same wavelength. These features are located near the boundary between the turbulent northern
component and the smooth, orange southern component of the North Temperate Belt.

Figure PJ03_111a. JNCE_2016346_03C00111_V01. Two sets of waves are detectable in this
figure. In order to see both sets of waves where the background illumination is strongly varying,
adjusted histogram equalization has been applied to the image. Some image blockiness due to
compression artifacts remains. Nevertheless, this is one of our clearest illustrations of wave fronts
that are orthogonal to the direction of the wave train.

Figure PJ03_111b. JNCE_2016346_03C00111_V01. Some very subtle waves in the Equatorial
Zone are detectable above the noise in this image.

Figure PJ03_114. JNCE_2016346_03C00114_V01. Wave-like features appear along and
extending from the curves periphery of this darker feature in the South Equatorial Belt (SEB).

Figure PJ04_102. JNCE_2017033_04C00102_V01. Waves are prominent topographically from
their prominent shadows, appearing orthogonal to the dark and light streaks that are presumed to
be lines of flow that are aligned with the cyclonic wind gradient in the North Equatorial Belt
(NEB). The ‘flow lines’ appear to go not only around but over the bright feature, which is likely
to be a convective plume. Thus, the prominent orthogonal waves are most likely to be only
example of a true downslope lee wave we have detected in the atmosphere of Jupiter from
JunoCam.

Figure PJ04_103a. JNCE_2017033_04C00103_V01. Wave fronts are apparent in the periphery of
a remarkable cyclonic spiral. The spiral is a bright feature in the complex system of disturbances
(‘rifts’) in the North Equatorial Belt.

Figure PJ04_103b. JNCE_2017033_04C00103_V01. This figure reveals extensive wave packets
controlling small, bright cloud features in a bright patch of the complex ‘rift’ system in the North
Equatorial Belt (NEB). White grids identify packets in which the individual cloud features are
resolved clearly. This bright patch appears to be more evolved than another one to its east, with
many striations aligned with the cyclonic wind gradient across the NEB and roughly orthogonal
to the waves (see the report on JunoCam images from PJ14 by co-author Rogers at
https://britastro.org/sites/default/files/Juno-PJ4_Report_JHR_0.pdf).
[John, I don’t see these striations.]

Figure PJ04_104a. JNCE_2017033_04C00104_V01. Multiple sets of wave trains can be identified
in this image of a region in the EZ. (Note: this color scheme was adopted to minimize the
appearance of artefactual green and red stripes across the frame.)

Figure PJ04_104b. JNCE_2017033_04C00104_V01. Long, wave-like patterns can be seen in this
image overlapping a darker cloud feature in the Equatorial Zone.

Figure PJ05_107a. JNCE_2017086_05C00107_V01. Two sets of overlapping waves are detected
in the Equatorial Zone, both with wavefronts that are longer than the wave packets. (Note: as in
Figure PJ04_104a, this color scheme was adopted to minimize the appearance of artefactual green
and red stripes across the frame.)

Figure PJ05_107b. JNCE_2017086_05C00107_V01. Several sets of waves can be detected in this
area of the Equatorial Zone.

Figure PJ05_108. JNCE_2017086_05C00108_V01. Parallel bands, likely representing a flow
pattern, are located in a pale strip of the southern component of the South Equatorial Belt (SEBs).
They are located between a weak cyclonic eddy on the left and a bright wave-like streak aligned
with the SEBs retrograde jet, running near the bottom edge of the figure. These bands are similar
to those in the Figure PJ03_109b.

Figure PJ06_115. JNCE_2017139_06C00115_V01. This figure illustrates multiple sets of often
overlapping and orthogonal waves present in the Equatorial Zone. (Note: as in Figures PJ04_104a
and PJ05_107a, this color scheme was adopted to minimize the appearance of artefactual green
and red stripes across the frame.)

Figure PJ06_115. JNCE_2017139_06C00115_V01. This figure illustrates a series of waves
appearing most prominently as “knots” on a narrow, linear bright cloud bank in the Equatorial
Zone.

Figure PJ07_57. JNCE_2017192_07C00057_V01. Several wave packets can be identified in this
area of the Equatorial Zone.

Figure PJ07_60. JNCE_2017192_07C00060_V01. This shows two interfering sets of waves in the
northern part of the GRS. This is the same wave feature as shown by Sanchez-Lavega et al. (2018)
in their Figure 8. Besides being color-stretched, this image was also unsharp-masked

Figure PJ08_116a. JNCE_2017244_08C00116_V01. This image shows evidence for multiple sets
of waves, the most prominent two of which are illustrated by the grids.

Figure PJ08_116b. JNCE_2017244_08C00116_V01. Two tilts appear to be the characteristic of
these very subtle waves that are just detectable above the compression noise of this image.

Figure PJ09_85. JNCE_2017297_09C00085_V01. Waves can be detected above the
compression noise of this image.

Figure PJ09_88. JNCE_2017297_09C00088_V01. The grid points to discrete white clouds that
appear like ‘knots’ in the narrow ‘rope’ that forms a series of waves that follow a long, curved
wave packet.

Figure PJ10_28b. JNCE_2017350_10C00028_V01. A series of discrete, bright cloud features
comprises a wave packet in the Equatorial Zone. Unlike the wave packet shown in Fig. PJ09_88,
there is not such an obvious bright ‘line’ connecting them

Figure PJ10_30a. JNCE_2017350_10C00030_V01. Several wave trains are detectable above the
noise in this image, some of which are indicated by the white grid lines. We have numerically
suppressed artificial colored striping across the field. (In order to show waves in both the light
and dark regions of this image, we have used unsharp masking.)

Figure PJ10_30b. JNCE_2017350_10C00030_V01. Some very subtle waves remain detectable
in this image after substantial processing to remove green striping artefacts.

Figure PJ11_20. JNCE_2018038_11C00020_V01. Several waves trains, some of which are
overlapping, are evident in this image. We identify several of these by grids of white lines.

Figure PJ12_85. JNCE_2018001_12C00085_V01. A series of bands can be detected that are
associated with the ends of the internal spiral structures within a prominent anticyclonic white
oval. Reminiscent of bands of clouds in terrestrial hurricanes, they are more or less regularly
spaced. Some individual discrete white clouds can be seen in the ridges that define the spiral
structure, but they are insufficiently resolved to determine whether a regular spacing exists
between them.

Figure PJ12_86b. JNCE_2018001_12C00086_V01. Multiple examples of aligned cloud streaks
with very different orientations are visible in this turbulent part of the North North Temperate Belt.
These are similar to those, for example, in Figs. PJ3_109c and PJ5_108, showing that they are
common.

Figure PJ12_86c. JNCE_2018001_12C00086_V01. Close examination of this region, also in the
North North Temperate Belt and due west of the area in Fig. PJ12_86a, shows not only cloud
streaks but also much finer-scale features. The most unexpected were the few small, bright clouds,
all of which subtend shadows and extend higher than the surrounding darker region. Verifying
that they are not an artefact in the imaging, we note that they are present – although at lower
resolution – in the image taken prior to this one (JNCE_2018001_12C00085_V01).

Figure PJ12_86d. JNCE_2018091_12C00086_V01. Prominent repeated patters are seen along the
southern edge of an unusual white band located at the turbulent boundary between the northern
and southern components of the North Temperate Zone. It is not clear that these can be classified
as waves.

Figure PJ12_87b. JNCE_2018091_12C00087_V01. Repeated wave-like features (lower grid) and
regular clusters of clouds (upper grid) are detectable in this image. The latter probably represent
a pattern that barely meets our criterion for consideration as a wave-like feature.

Figure PJ12_90a. JNCE_2018091_12C00090_V01. Several packets of waves are detectable at all
latitudes in this image; we indicate several of them by the grids of white lines. This is the first PJ
at which images of the Equatorial Zone were returned at maximum quality specifically for the
purpose of examining these waves.

Figure PJ12_90b. JNCE_2018091_12C00090_V01. A pattern of waves associated with a
relatively brighter cloud pattern in the Equatorial Zone is evident above the noise of this image.

Figure PJ12_90c. JNCE_2018091_12C00090_V01. These very subtle wave-fronts in the
Equatorial Zone are detectable above the noise in all three filters. Color-adjustment processing
has been done to remove striped artefacts from the image.

Figure PJ13_35a. JNCE_2018144_13C00035_V01. A series of elongated waves in the Equatorial
Zone is detected in this image.

Figure PJ13_35b. JNCE_2018144_13C00035_V01. Many wave packets are detectable in and
along the southern edges of the Equatorial Zone and into the South Equatorial Belt. Several of
these are indicated in this figure.
.

Figure PJ14_25a. JNCE_2018197_14C00025_V01. These dark streaks are in a yellowish strip of
the North Tropical Zone, just north of the NEBn retrograde jet where it flows around a barge, a
part of which is seen in the bottom-right-hand corner of this figure. The most prominent streaks
in the lower part of the figure may be aligned with the jet and represent flow lines.
(Note that we were most successful in minimizing the artificial green stripes in this image by
combining the regular map and a high-passed version of the map, decomposing both into three
HSL - hue, saturation, lightness - channels and combining the L component of the high-passed
map, with the H and S components of the regular map to create a colorized map of high contrast.)

Figure PJ14_25b. JNCE_2018197_14C00025_V01. Repeated patterns are detectable in these
otherwise diffuse streaks in the North Equatorial Belt.

Figure PJ14_25c. JNCE_2018197_14C00025_V01. Similar to the features in Fig. PJ14_25b,
Repeated wave-like patterns are detectable here at the boundary between the Equatorial Zone
and the North Equatorial Belt. (For both this and the previous figure, the color stretch was
softened in order to minize the appearance of artefactual colored stripes.)

Figure PJ14_28a JNCE_2018197_14C00028_V01. Multiple wave packets are observable in this
region of the Equatorial Zone.

Figure PJ14_28b. JNCE201819714C00028V01. Several wave packets can be detected in this
image of the Equatorial Zone, which overlaps slightly with Figure PJ14_28a.

Figure PJ15_29. JNCE_2018250_15C00029_V01. Several wave packets are present in this
image, three of which are indicated by the white grids.

Figure PJ16_20. JNCE_2018302_16C00020_V01. Multiple wave packets are detectable in this
image of the Equatorial Zone, several of which are indicated by the white grid lines. Many
wavefronts are nearly perpendicular to the direction of the wave packet.

Figure PJ17_24. JNCE_2018355_17C00024_V01. Some streak-like features are detected in the
middle of the North Equatorial Belt. This region is dominated by cyclonic motion, so the
organization of this feature parallels the zonal-wind gradient. The exaggerated large-scale diffuse
color contrast across the image may represent diffuse bands of white or reddish haze overlying the
main cloud desk.

Figure PJ17_26. JNCE_2018355_17C00026_V01.
detectable in this image of the Equatorial Zone.

A short, relatively faint wave packet is

Figure PJ17_24a. JNCE_2018355_17C00024_V06. Several wave packets, some overlapping, are
detectable in this image of the Equatorial Zone, with several indicated by the white grids.

Figure PJ17_24b. JNCE_2018355_17C00024_V06. A short sequence of discrete features is
evident in this image of a region within the Equatorial Zone.

Figure PJ18_34. JNCE_2019043_18C00034_V01. Very faint waves are detectable above the
noise in this image. (Note that the extreme stretching needed to display the waves is responsible
for the unusual color scheme of this figure.)

Figure PJ18_38. JNCE_2019043_18C00038_V01. This region in the northern component of the
Equatorial Zone is filled with overlapping waves, several of which are indicated by the white grid
lines.

Figure PJ18_39a. JNCE_2019043_18C00039_V01. Several independent wavefronts are
detectable in cross directions are detectable in this image of the Equatorial Zone, two of which are
indicated by the white grids. This region is immediately to the west of the region shown in Figure
PJ18_39b.

Figure PJ18_39b. JNCE_2019043_18C00039_V01. Very faint waves are detectable in this image
of the southern component of the Equatorial Zone.

Figure PJ20_26a. JNCE_2019043_20C00026_V01. Regular sequences of variable cloud features
can be detected along these cloud banks that are just within the resolution of JunoCam inside this
anticyclonic vortex. This region and the one shown in Fig. PJ20_26b are immediately south of the
prograde jet at a planetocentric latitude of 53°N.

Figure PJ20_26b. JNCE_2019043_20C00026_V01. As in Figure PJ20_1, we detect a regular
sequences of variable, somewhat arcuit, cloud features along a curved cloud bank in the western
side of this anticyclonic vortex. Banks of clouds such as these and those in Fig. PJ20_26a have
been seen in previous perijoves, starting prominently in PJ6, but the regions shown in Figs.
PJ04_103b, PJ12_06c, and PJ20_26a and this figure are the only ones in which we have been able
to resolve individual cloud components. Thus they are the only ones in which we have been able
to classify them as being a wave-like phenomenon.

Figure PJ20_33. JNCE_2019043_20C00033_V01. Arrows denote a pair of bright curvilinear
waves in the northern component of the Equatorial Zone. This image has also been unsharpmasked, as well as color-stretched, in order to make this feature more prominent.

Figure PJ20_34a. JNCE_2019149_20C00034_V01. A wide variety of waves are detectable at
this southern extension of a 5-µm hot spot “festoon”, some of which are indicated by white
gridlines. This is just south of (and slightly overlapping with) the area in Fig. PJ20_33. Three
parallel lines, two of whose origins can be seen on their eastern end, are denoted by left-pointing
arrows. Two can be seen out to the point denoted by the right-pointing arrow. (A version of this
figure, indicating only the long, dark waves is shown in the Figure 7 of the main article. It also
includes the area shown in Fig. PJ20_33.)

Figure PJ20_34b. JNCE_2019149_20C00034_V01. Long wave packets, some straight and some
curved, and short wavefronts in the southern component of the Equatorial Zone. These are
barely resolved above the noise.

Figure PJ20_34c. JNCE_2019149_20C00034_V01. Long wave packets and short wave fronts
just to the west of the area in Fig. PJ20_34b in the southern component of the Equatorial Zone.
.

Figure PJ20_36. JNCE_2019149_20C00036_V01. Many, probably related, wave packets can be
seen in this image, showing a region to the south of Figure PJ20_34b in the southern component
of the Equatorial Zone.

